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PAPER

From plasmon‐induced luminescence enhancement in gold
nanorods to plasmon‐induced luminescence turn‐off: a way to
control reshaping
Céline Molinaro, Sylvie Marguet, Ludovic Douillard, Fabrice Charra and Céline Fiorini‐
Debuisschert
The two‐photon luminescence (TPL) turn‐off in small single gold nanorods (GNR) exposed at increased resonant
femtosecond laser excitation (800 nm wavelength, pulse energy density varying from 125 µJ.cm‐2 to 2.5 mJ.cm‐2) is
investigated. The origin is shown to be a photo‐induced decrease of the rod aspect ratio. Such aspect ratio reduction could
reasonably be assigned to gold atom diffusion away from the rod tips, where hot spots are localized. The two‐photon
luminescence signal can be recovered after a blue‐shift of the incident excitation wavelength. In case the excitation
wavelength is not changed, there results an out of resonance excitation of the rods and thus a reduced absorption, acting
as a feedback to stabilize the GNR shape and size. A theoretical analysis is presented evidencing limited thermal effects in
the femtosecond regime for small nanoparticles, in good agreement with complementary topographic characterizations
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). We show finally that TPL reveals itself as a
highly sensitive tool to follow tiny changes resulting from the photo‐induced reshaping of GNRs.

A Introduction
Plasmonic luminescence has been the subject of intense work
and debates over the last years.1–6 Although bulk gold is known
to present a very low luminescence quantum yield,7 gold
nanostructures exhibit a huge nonlinear luminescence with a
high influence of the particle morphology (shape and size).8
More particularly, gold nanorods display one of the highest
emission signal with a two‐photon brightness a few million
times higher than the two‐photon brightness of a classical
organic fluorophore such as fluorescein.9
This large two‐photon luminescence of colloidal gold nanorods
can be shown to be the result of a so‐called “double antenna
effect” in direct connection with the two different GNR localized
surface plasmon resonances, λTR around 520‐540 nm for the
transverse resonance (TR) and λLR above 750 nm for the
longitudinal resonance (LR), the latter being directly dependent
on the GNR aspect ratio.10 Excitation of one GNR at its
longitudinal plasmon frequency (exc ≈ λLR) first leads to an
increased absorption and thus an increased production of
electron‐hole pairs which subsequently recombine radiatively

through the transverse plasmon band (em ≈ λTR), i.e. with an
enhanced emission at the transverse plasmon band.9
At larger time scales, electron‐phonon interactions offer
another decay mechanism for hot electrons with potential
applications in nanomedicine, phototherapy11–13 or in material
science for laser writing and patterning.14 Depending on the
incident power and pulse duration,15 different types of
plasmon‐induced photothermal effects in nanorods were
already observed such as fragmentation,16 deformation into a
nanosphere or reduction of the aspect ratio.17 In water
nanocavitation processes were evidenced under specific laser
excitation.18,19 Most previous studies have however been
performed at the ensemble level,18,20–22 detailed single particles
studies being more scarce.23,24 Reported experiments were also
performed with a relatively high pulse energy density, i.e.
higher 20,25,26 than few mJ.cm‐2 with particles most often
reaching their melting temperature.
In the study presented here, we consider the case of much
lower energy densities working with single GNRs (10 nm
diameter () , 40 nm length (l)) immobilized onto Indium Tin
Oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates. We evidence photo‐
induced changes in these nanorods for incident energy densities
as low as 125 µJ.cm‐2. The illumination of single GNRs at such
energy density is more particularly observed to induce a huge
drop in their TPL intensity. The photo‐induced morphological
change of a set of more than 10 single GNRs was studied in
detail, correlating complete polarization resolved TPL
characterizations with AFM and SEM complementary analyses.
We show that TPL constitutes a very sensitive tool enabling to
detect variation of plasmon resonances smaller than ten
nanometers in wavelength, corresponding to tiny
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morphological changes that happen to be difficult to identify
using common direct imaging methods such as AFM or SEM.
Finally, a theoretical analysis is presented evidencing limited
thermal effects due to a fast outward heat release process
intrinsic to the small objects considered here, and a complete
temperature release between two successive laser pulses. This
explains the absence of any melting of the rods.

B Methods
B‐1 Sample preparation
GNRs ( = 10 nm, l = 40 nm) were synthesized using a colloidal
seed‐mediated procedure.27,28 The extinction spectrum of these
GNRs reveals two different plasmon resonances: a transverse
resonance around 520 nm and a longitudinal one around 800
nm as expected from their aspect ratio (AR) of c.a. 4. These
GNRs present a CTAB (Cetyl TrimethylAmmonium Bromide)
capping layer which is positively charged. The positive charge of
the CTAB surfactant can be taken into profit to immobilize the
GNR using electrostatic interactions. For this, ITO coated
substrates are first treated using UV‐Ozone in order to produce
negatively charged hydroxyl groups at the ITO surface, a droplet
of GNRs in solution being consecutively left to dry.
Nonspecifically coupled GNRs are then eliminated through
careful rinsing with ethanol. In the case of glass slides, this
electrostatic coupling cannot be produced and the GNRs
happen to be less anchored, making AFM characterization more
difficult but still possible. Thanks to specific landmarks
fabricated on the substrates, each considered GNR can be
precisely localized and the same single objects can successively
be analyzed using TPL, SEM and AFM throughout the process
(before and after high power excitation of each GNR).

Fig. 1 Combined TPL and AFM microscopy set‐up involving an inverted microscope
(Olympus IX71) coupled to a cantilever type AFM platform (NanoWizard III, JPK) and
associated to a femtosecond laser excitation. After alignment of the AFM tip with the
focussed laser spot, the sample is raster scanned enabling simultaneous topography
(tapping mode) and TPL recording. Excitation is performed through a dichroic mirror
(SemRock FF750‐SDi02‐25x36) and an oil immersion 100x microscope objective. The
emitted TPL is collected through the same microscope objective and separated from the
incident light by another dichroic mirror (SemRock FF735‐Di670‐25x36). The signal is
then sent either to a channel plate multiplier working in the photon counting mode
(Perkin Elmer MP‐993‐CL) or to a spectrometer coupled to a CCD camera (Andor DU401‐
BR‐DD) for detailed study of the emission spectra.

unwanted changes of the rods during characterization, TPL
measurements were performed at reduced power (energy
densities around F = 45 µJ.cm‐2). The AFM tip was retracted to
prevent any damage when illuminating the GNR at high power
(F > 100 µJ.cm‐2).

B‐2 Experimental set‐up

C Results and discussion

The two‐photon luminescence of single colloidal gold nanorods
( = 10 nm, l = 40 nm) was characterized using a channel plate
multiplier (CPM) working in the photon counting mode (Perkin
Elmer MP‐993‐CL). A specific set‐up was developed in order to
correlate the TPL properties of single GNRs with their geometry,
orientation and environment. As displayed in Fig. 1, each GNR
could simultaneously be characterized using two probes that
need first to be aligned: (1) an AFM tip (ACTA Probes, AppNano)
for the characterization in topography (NanoWizard III, JPK),
and (2) a focused laser spot (microscope objective NA = 1.3
leading to a beam waist w = 400 nm) coupled to the sample
through an inverted optical configuration, for the two‐photon
excitation of the nanorods. The AFM tip was shown to have no
influence on the GNR TPL properties.
The laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics, 100 fs pulses, 80 MHz – 740
nm < λ < 950 nm) was linearly polarized (a Babinet‐Soleil
compensator, positioned before the dichroic mirror 2, was used
to compensate any depolarization effects in the optical path to
the sample). Laser polarization together with average power
could be controlled using sets of half‐wave plates and
polarizers. The same objective was used for excitation and
collection of the GNR luminescence. In order to avoid any

After deposition, the GNRs were investigated through
correlated TPL and topography measurements (Fig. 2A and 2C).
TPL spots of varying intensity were recorded depending on the
relative orientation of the rods, with almost no observed TPL in
the case of rods perpendicular to the excitation polarization
direction. Indeed the GNR TPL is known to be highly dependent
on the resonant excitation of their longitudinal plasmon
resonance.9 The orientation of each GNR was verified by taking
SEM image of the same areas (Fig. S1). One GNR (blue circled in
Fig. 2) was then chosen for a high resonant power laser
exposure, which will be further referred as an “over‐
illumination” ( = 800 nm, incident polarization along the long
axis of the GNR, F = 125 µJ.cm‐2). Characterization of the same
sample area was performed again at a reduced power using the
same previously detailed procedure. As shown in Fig. 2A and 2B,
the high power laser illumination was seen to lead to a drastic
reduction of the TPL intensity by about an order of magnitude,
with an apparent change in the GNR topography. This behavior
was characteristic of all considered “over‐illuminated” GNRs.
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Fig. 2 TPL images ((A) and (B)) of a sample of GNR immobilized onto an ITO coated glass cover slide, before and after the “over‐illumination” (F = 125 µJ.cm‐2,  = 800 nm) of the
blue circled GNR. Simultaneously acquired AFM topography images ((C) and (D)). The incident polarization, wavelength and power of the excitation laser are the same for both TPL
characterization images (A) and (B) ( = 800 nm; F = 45 µJ.cm‐2). High resolution tapping mode AFM scans of the blue circled GNR are displayed as insets of (C) and (D). The
complementary SEM image corresponding to the same sample area is available in Fig. S1.

C‐1 AFM and SEM characterizations
Smaller scale AFM topographic images of the blue circled GNR
were acquired before and after high power resonant laser
excitation. They are displayed as insets of Fig. 2C and 2D
respectively. AFM topography characterizations show an
apparent bigger object after “over‐illumination”, the rod like
shape being preserved. Due to the convolution of the object
with the AFM tip, the only directly relevant measurement is the
height of the GNR. A 35% increase of the sample height (14 nm
before i.e. ~ 10 nm + 4 nm surfactant bilayer and 19 nm after
exposure) at the GNR is measured, the GNR appearing globally
inflated. Such changes presumably originate either from a
change in the GNR itself or a change in the surrounding medium
(ITO coating). To get deeper into the topographic
characterization and to separate changes from the object from
changes in the environment, a complementary SEM analysis
was performed (Fig. 3).
As shown in Fig. 3, the SEM image of one “over‐illuminated”
GNR (in red) presents a distinct halo which appears to be similar
in size to the corresponding topography measured in AFM (Fig.
2). Apart from a white SEM contrast revealing a higher
conductivity, no measurable morphological change of the GNR
itself could be detected, neither in length, nor in diameter. The
light halo around the GNR could be attributed to an alteration

of the ITO layer which may result from local conductivity
variations. Note that the resistivity of ITO decreases upon
heating above 375 K.29
As displayed in Fig. S2, complementary experiments were
performed consisting in very high power illuminations of
pristine ITO cover slides (without GNRs). A very high laser
illumination was used in order to reach an energy density close
to the one expected from local field enhancement effects
(between 10 to 100) at resonantly excited GNRs. For F = 50
mJ.cm‐2, a change in contrast is observed on the SEM
characterization, which appears quite comparable to the one
observed around the “over‐illuminated” GNRs (halo in Fig. 3).
For higher energy densities, local changes of the ITO thickness
are evidenced using AFM characterization (see Fig. S2), ranging
from local inflation to local hole formation upon further higher
exposure as previously reported.30 Such photo‐induced
deformation in ITO may explain the apparent height changes
observed at “over‐illuminated” GNRs using AFM (see Fig. 2).
C‐2 Optical characterizations
Since AFM and SEM microscopies do not directly discriminate
between a modification of either geometrical or material
origins, TPL characterizations were further performed in order
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Fig. 3 SEM characterization of single GNRs respectively in the absence (green circled) or
consecutively to (red circled) an “over‐illumination” of 125 µJ.cm‐2 with an incident
polarization along the longitudinal axis of the GNR and at its longitudinal plasmon
resonance wavelength. In the zoomed SEM images on the right, dotted lines delineate
the GNR from an additional halo (dashed red lines) regularly observed following an
“over‐illumination”.

to characterize specifically the modified plasmonic properties
(longitudinal resonance) of each “over‐illuminated” GNRs.
The detailed analysis of the TPL of more than ten single GNRs
immobilized onto ITO was systematically carried out, both
before and after high power resonant laser illumination (Fig. 4).
Considering the origin of TPL,9 the GNR longitudinal resonance
corresponds to the wavelength of maximal TPL intensity. The
photo‐induced shift in resonance is calculated according to:
∆

(1)

where
and
are respectively the longitudinal
resonance wavelength after and before the “over‐ illumination”
of each considered GNR.
and
are derived from
TPL excitation spectra, as illustrated in Fig. 4A. Fig. 4A also
shows that the TPL intensity maxima before and after an “over‐
illumination” are quantitatively similar: ITPLbefore (λ = 800 nm) /
ITPLafter (λ = 773 nm) ≈ 1, i.e. the two‐photon luminescence signal
can be recovered after a blue‐shift of the incident excitation
wavelength from 800 nm to 773 nm.
As shown in Fig. 4, a blue‐shift of the longitudinal resonance was
systematically recorded with a mean shift ∆ = ‐ 27 nm. The
study of the influence of the polarization on the TPL intensity
was also performed on the same GNRs before and after the

laser exposure. One example of corresponding polar
representation is given on Fig. 4C. Whatever the case, either
before or after an “over‐illumination”, the same cos4(θ)
dependence (expected result for GNR in TPL9) was observed,
where θ is the incident in‐plane polarization angle. A maximum
of TPL was moreover found for the same incident polarization
angle, before and after exposure.
Following a high power laser illumination, the GNRs thus keep
their orientation and global rod‐like shape but exhibit a blue
shift of their longitudinal resonance wavelength. This shift was
also revealed by monitoring the TPL emission spectra of the
same GNR before and after “over‐illumination”, as displayed in
Fig. S3. The TPL spectra exhibit their characteristic two bands
emission,9 i.e. visible and near infrared bands linked
respectively to the transverse and longitudinal resonance
wavelengths. Figure S3 shows that over‐illumination does not
modify the visible band spectrum which keeps centred around
548 nm unlike the IR band which appears clearly shifted to the
blue, in direct link with the shift of the longitudinal resonance
revealed in figure 4 from the changes in TPL intensity.
Two hypotheses may explain the blue shift of the GNR
longitudinal resonance:
(H1) thermally photo‐induced morphological changes inducing
a decrease of the GNR aspect ratio.31,32
(H2) photo‐induced modification of the refractive index (nm) of
the surrounding media.
To go one step further and quantify the photo‐induced changes,
the experimentally determined TPL dependence in wavelength
was fitted taking into account that the TPL intensity of small
rods varies directly with Cabs2, with Cabs the GNR absorption
cross section.9 Considering the quasistatic theory from the
Gans‐Mie model, the latter can be written:33
∑

⁄
⁄

(2)

Fig 4 Influence of an “over‐illumination” on the TPL luminescence properties of single GNRs (characterization performed using F = 45 µJ.cm‐2). (A) TPL excitation spectra recorded for
the same single GNR excited along its longitudinal axis before (black squares) and after (red dots) an “over‐illumination” (pulse energy density of 125 µJ.cm2 at resonance). (B)
Histogram of the shift of the resonance wavelength of 10 single GNRs following “over‐illumination” in comparable conditions. A Gaussian distribution is extrapolated from these
data (black line). (C) Polar representation of the TPL intensity of the same single GNR before (blue) and after (red) “over‐illumination”. Dots corresponds to the experimental data
and lines to a cos4(θ) dependence.
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where εm is the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium,
ε the dielectric constant of the metal with ε = ε1+iε2. λ is the
wavelength of the incident light and n(i) the depolarization
factors described by:
√

ln

√

1

√

(3)

⁄2

1

(4)

with AR the GNR aspect ratio.
In a first approach, the two hypotheses were separately
considered. Namely the 27 nm blue‐shift observed for a GNR
was either attributed to: a change in aspect ratio AR (hypothesis
H1), or a change in index of the surrounding medium m
(hypothesis H2).
Considering the change in AR (hypothesis H1), we show that a
blue‐shift of 27 nm can be related to an AR decrease: ARafter =
ARbefore ‐ 0.3 (see Fig. 5). Assuming a constant GNR volume, this
means a change from a GNR with 10 nm in diameter and 40 nm
in length to a GNR with 10.3 nm in diameter and 38 nm in
length. This appears thus as a very small variation, falling under
the resolution of our SEM microscope and explaining thus the
absence of any apparent change in the GNR geometry upon a
high power laser illumination (Fig. 3).
From this, we can calculate the change in absorption cross
section for a given wavelength, e.g. the one that was used
before high power laser illumination of the GNR, λ = 800 nm. It
comes Cabs, AR=4 = 1800 nm2 and Cabs, AR=3.7 = 300 nm2, i.e. a ratio
,

36
,

which is in quite a good

Fig 5 Normalized TPL excitation spectra recorded for the same single GNR excited along
its longitudinal axis before (black squares) and after (red dots) an “over‐illumination”
with a pulse energy density of 125 µJ.cm‐2 at the GNR longitudinal resonance. The
continuous lines are the theoretical adjustment of the experimental data considering the
normalized dependence of the GNR absorption cross section Cabs2 as deduced from the
Gans‐Mie theory for a GNR with an AR = 4 (black line) and AR = 3.7 or equivalently δn= ‐
0.17 (red line).

mostly a change in morphology and more particularly a
reduction of the rod aspect ratio of 0.3 (hypothesis H1). Such
aspect ratio reduction could reasonably be assigned to gold
atom diffusion along the rod,34 field enhancement processes
occurring at the rod tips when excited at their longitudinal
resonance.

.

agreement with the experimentally observed
luminescence following high power illumination
,

drop

in

C‐4 Plasmon induced heating of a GNR illuminated at resonance
with 100 µJ.cm‐2
Melting energy

60

According to thermodynamics laws, the energy to melt a gold
nanorod can be calculated using the following formula:35

,

In a second step, considering a change in m (hypothesis H2), the
corresponding refractive index variation is found to be nmafter =
nmbefore ‐ 0.17, using the same fitting procedure as detailed
previously. Such a variation could be assigned to either an ITO
alteration or a possible evaporation or degradation of the
surfactant. In order to evaluate the validity of such assumptions,
high power illumination experiments were performed in the
case of GNRs immobilized onto plain glass substrates that are
not prone to any photo‐induced changes at the overall laser
illumination conditions considered here. Here again, the
experiment was repeated on around ten GNRs. As for the case
of ITO covered glass slides, very similar TPL turn‐off effects were
observed with the evidence of a similar mean blue‐shift of 30
nm (Fig. S4) for the GNR longitudinal resonance before and after
“over‐illumination”. Comparable TPL turn‐off effects were also
observed with GNR previously deprived of any residual
surfactant (UV‐ozone treatment following immobilization).
Since comparable results were obtained whatever the
considered substrate (ITO coating or glass, presence or absence
of any residual CTAB surfactant coating), we can conclude that
the main effect of a high power laser excitation of the rods is

∆

∆

(5)

where m = V is the mass of the GNR, calculated from its
volume V, with the bulk Au density36  of 59 atoms.nm‐3, cAu is
the specific heat capacity of gold (0.129 J.g‐1.K‐1), ∆ is the
temperature difference between the melting temperature of
bulk gold (1337 K) and the room temperature (293 K), and ΔHfus
is the fusion enthalpy for gold (63.7 J.g‐1). For GNR ( = 10 nm,
l = 40 nm) the melting energy can be estimated to 11 fJ.
Here GNRs were exposed to femtosecond laser excitation. Laser
pulse width was shown to have a drastic influence on the
heating of nano‐objects: femtosecond laser heating is known to
be more efficient than nanosecond laser heating as the whole
energy from a femtosecond laser pulse can be transferred to
the gold nanocrystal before lattice cooling can take place.26
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Absorbed energy per laser pulse

Temperature time profile following the first pulse

The absorbed energy Eabs by a GNR with an absorption cross
section Cabs in the case of a laser energy density F is described
by:24
(6)

The applied model to determine the temperature time profile38
of the GNR after absorption of the first laser pulse was adapted
from the case of a spherical nanoparticle.37 An effective radius
reff is defined using

F [mJ.cm‐2]
0.125
2.5

Eabs [fJ]
1.4
30

TNR [K]
487
Tfus

Emelt [fJ]
11

Table 1 Calculations of the absorbed energy (from equation 6) and the temperature
(from equation 7) of a GNR ( = 10 nm, l = 40 nm) after one laser pulse for two different
energy densities F. The melting energy (derived from equation 5) for such rods is also
indicated for comparison

The absorption cross‐section of a GNR ( = 10 nm, l = 40 nm)
was calculated using the Gans‐Mie theory. Then the
temperature of the GNR following the first pulse is calculated
with:26
(7)
where T0 is the initial room temperature (T0 = 293 K) and Eabs
the absorbed energy during a single pulse.
As summarized in table 1, the absorbed energy is ten times
lower than the Au bulk melting energy in the case of an energy
density of 125 µJ.cm‐2. The maximum GNR temperature
reached after one laser pulse is also lower than the CTAB
degradation temperature (533 K),25 however the temperature
reached is presumably high enough to alter the ITO substrate.
To compare with most of the experiments presented in the
literature a laser illumination with a much higher energy density
of 2.5 mJ.cm‐2 per pulse was performed. This experiment was
realized on several GNRs. Unlike the previous “over‐
illuminations” carried out at 125 µJ.cm‐2, the GNR resonance
wavelength after such laser illumination could not be retrieved.
A SEM image of one of these GNRs is presented in Fig. 6,
evidencing an aspect ratio of AR = 2, i.e. half of the initial one.
The Gans‐Mie longitudinal resonance wavelength of a GNR with
an aspect ratio of 2 is around 650 nm which is out of the
tunability range of our laser source (smallest available
wavelength  = 740 nm). Although high morphological changes
could be observed, changes to a sphere were never obtained.
As evidenced in table 1 , it thus appears that irradiation with 2.5
mJ.cm‐2 energy density leads to an absorption around three
times higher (30 fJ) than the energy than required for melting
(11 fJ), which is a lot more than previously recorded.23 Here
however smaller GNRs were considered (volume reduction of
more than 20 compared to Zijlstra et al.23), surface effects are
to be expected. In particular, for GNRs of reduced size, an
exalted cooling is expected37 as further detailed in the next
paragraph
In the above‐mentioned experiments, GNRs were exposed
during more than one pulse (80 MHz laser repetition rate). The
last question is thus to see whether accumulated effects over
pulses need to be considered.

Fig. 6 SEM characterization of single GNRs in the absence (green circle) or after “over‐
illumination” (red circle). A pulse energy density of 2 5 mJ.cm‐2 was used with an incident
polarization along the longitudinal axis of the GNR and at its longitudinal plasmon
resonance wavelength. In the SEM images, dotted lines delineate the GNR from an
additional halo observed following high power excitation. The dashed red line delineates
a halo around the GNR. The GNR after illumination presents an aspect ratio of around 2.
The GNR is clearly shorter than the one illuminated with a 125 µJ.cm‐2 pulse energy
density as shown in Fig. 3.

(8)
where V is the GNR volume. The absorption of a laser pulse by
a metallic NP arises from different processes. Each process is
associated with a characteristic time. First, electronic
absorption by the gas of free electrons occurs on a time scale of
tP  100 fs.39 Then the hot electrons thermalize through
electron‐phonon interactions happening in telec‐phonon 1 ps.40
The characteristic times for the formation of a stationary
temperature profile inside the GNR and for heat exchange with
the surrounding medium are respectively associated with τ0 and
τT which are defined by:41
~

~

and

(9)

where αAu is the thermal diffusivity of gold (1.27 x 10‐4 m2.s‐1)
and αm is the thermal diffusivity of the surrounding media. Here,
the GNR were deposited on ITO (αITO = 1.1 x 10‐6 m2.s‐1)
substrate and the surrounding medium of the GNR is mainly air
(αair = 2.2 x 10‐5 m2.s‐1). Indeed, NRs are in contact with the ITO
substrate on only one side facet, which represent less than 1/8
of the GNR surface (considering an octagonal side‐facets
geometry27). We obtain the following mathematical relation:
~

(10)

where tP = 100 fs is the pulse duration, τ0 = 150 fs, τT = 0.9 ps 
telec‐phonon and Δt = 12.5 ns the time between two consecutive
pulses. During a femtosecond pulse, the absorbed energy is
mainly confined in the NP, however due to a fast heat release in
the surrounding during the pulse heating, the final temperature
rise is much lower than the one expected for a fully decoupled
heating process.37
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The time evolution of the temperature profile was determined
throughout two approximations. First the GNR temperature is
presumed to be uniform in relation with kAu >> km where kAu and
km are respectively the thermal conductivity of gold (kAu = 314
W.m‐1.K‐1) and of the surrounding media (kair = 0.03 W.m‐1.K‐1
and kITO = 4 W.m‐1.K‐1). The second approximation concerns the
initial temperature profile of the GNR which is considered equal
to TNP at t = 0. Considering a zero surface resistivity the
temperature time profile is described by:37

Fig. 7 Evolution of the normalized temperature with time for a nanoparticle with a radius
reff = 8.8 nm considering air as the surrounding medium (semi‐log time scale).

exp

.
.

(11)

This time dependence is plotted in Fig. 7 considering air as the
surrounding media.
For the GNRs ( = 10 nm, l = 40 nm) considered, the
temperature returns to its initial value within around 10 ps after
a pulse absorption. Considering the 80 MHz laser repetition
rate, this means that the time period between two pulses Δt =
12.5 ns is more than 1000 times longer. The GNR is fully cooled
down to T0 before the next pulse. No cumulative thermal effect
need to be considered and the discussed GNR morphological
changes occur within a single laser shot. Considering that these
morphological changes lead to a blue‐shift of the GNR
longitudinal resonance, any longer illumination at the same
exciting wavelength results in a decreased absorption, limiting
any further photo‐induced changes of the GNRs as far as the
laser excitation exposure is not too high. Conversely, if the
wavelength of the exciting laser excitation is shifted to the blue,
in order to match the new GNR longitudinal resonance,
additional morphological changes are to be expected. This
experiment was performed using reduced cumulative incident
energy densities (F = 75 µJ.cm‐2) for each illumination. A blue‐
shift of the GNR resonance wavelength of 5 nm was recorded
following each illumination, revealing a continuous
morphological variation. Following this line, a precise reshaping
of the Au NP can thus be conducted, TPL characterization
revealing itself as a highly sensitive tool to follow nanoparticle
reshaping.

D. Conclusion
The reversible turn‐off of the TPL of small gold nanorods
illuminated with rather high energy densities (125 µJ.cm‐2) was
shown to originate from plasmon‐induced reshaping. The
energy density considered here for such so‐called “over‐
illumination” are well below the ones previously considered in
the literature.18,20,25,26. Quite importantly, the objects
considered in this work are also very small ( = 10 nm, l = 40
nm), thus resulting in characteristic times for heat exchange
that happen to be on the same range as the characteristic time
for electron‐phonon interactions. This is the reason why the
final temperature rise in such tiny objects was finally
demonstrated to be quite limited, explaining the absence of any
melting unlike the case of former studies with particles
exhibiting effective radius at least 3 times larger. The GNR
plasmon‐induced reshaping was investigated in detail at the
single object level using complementary analyses ranging from
topographic analyses to plasmonic property characterization
using TPL. TPL was demonstrated as a highly sensitive technique
enabling to detect variation of plasmon resonance smaller than
ten nanometers in wavelength. TPL was especially shown to
evidence photo‐induced morphological changes that happen to
be hardly impossible to determine using common imaging
methods such as AFM or SEM. From theoretical simulations
adapted to GNR, we could show that femtosecond laser
illumination with 125 µJ.cm‐2 energy densities induce a
temperature rise around 487 K, high enough to enable gold
atom spreading away from the GNR tip but below the melting
of the particles. Temperature relaxation was also calculated to
be complete between two laser pulses thus avoiding any
cumulative effects over many pulses. Importantly, considering
a given exciting wavelength (initial GNR longitudinal
resonance), the shift of the rod resonance following reshaping
leads to reduced absorption which acts as a feedback to
stabilize the NP shape and size. Conversely, the continuous
matching of the shifted resonance wavelength offers a way to
precisely reshape the GNR under illumination, with TPL as a very
accurate tool to monitor light‐to‐heat transfer processes,
opening thus new prospects for the controlled photo‐induced
modification of single plasmonic particles.
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